Invitation: Special Bay Area high school voices join Florida students speaking out about gun violence.

Bay Area High School Administrators, Teachers and Students:
No doubt like you, the powerful response by high school students directly affected by the Valentine’s Day
shooting incident in Florida deeply affected people across this nation. Millions now are also quite impressed
with those passionate young women, men and teachers who survived that unspeakable horror, then found the
courage, strength and ability to quickly research, effectively communicate, and launch a plan of action to help
save young people and teachers from future gun violence.
We believe many Bay Area high school students and teachers have those same abilities and passion, and would
like to be a part of the historic March, but don’t have the means to travel to Washington D.C. the last Saturday
of next month. The SJSU School of Journalism and Mass Communication is creating an opportunity for you to
add your insights and stories, and offer those incredible Florida students national support and encouragement.
Soon in our digital television studio on campus, we plan to host a series of videotaped interactions with one or
two student or faculty representatives from a variety of Bay Area high schools. We hope they will showcase their
research skills and West Coast perspectives, in a responsible manner, for viewers on YouTube, local TV and for
lawmakers. These short, videotaped panel or roundtable discussions would be arranged to accommodate
participant schedules. High school representatives could also bring recent videotaped stories, raw video with
sound or photos taken of timely classroom discussions or large school assemblies focused on the threat or
impact of gun violence in the learning environment.
This ambitious effort must be undertaken very soon because our goal is to share, as a public service, an edited
compilations of these elements in a new SJSU Journalism School “Voices Across America” project that will be
shared with students in Florida, the media and members of Congress before March 24th, the day of the
Washington D.C. national gathering.
SJSU faculty and students in my Diversity in Media class helped me to connect with you. Some graduated from
your high school. They will assist in the production of this collaborative effort. It is our hope more schools
nationwide will follow our lead, and continue to keep lawmakers aware of the strong and growing public desire
to see meaningful action taken to better protect our children in American schools.
Please call me directly if you and your school would like to participate in the next few weeks. Thank you.
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